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Jennifer Jones, a psychology major, purchases books and supplies on Aug. 20, 2012 for the first day of classes of the fall semester. Jones mentioned that although
the lines were long, the bookstore staff was helpful in finding what she needed. She went on to say that it only took about 20 minutes to get through the line to
checkout.
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When people say that you can get in trouble on Facebook and Twitter, they aren’t
just blowing smoke. There are plenty of
cases of intelligent, talented people destroying their careers because of something they posted on a social media website. Well, intelligence is clearly relative
here. It should be a given at this point that
anyone can see what you post online. Let
the mistakes of a few misguided social media users serve as a lesson. for future generations of Facebookers and Tweeters:
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Buck Burnette
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One surefire way to get yourself fired is to

Entertainment

be blatantlyout
racist,fresh
homophobic
just plain
Susan Coulter, a student worker passes
Fuji orand
Golden Delicious apples to the students
hateful online. The poster boy for that scein the College Center at Parkland
on
Aug.
20,
2012.
Student workers can also help with class
nario is Buck Burnette, a former University
registration questions and various
other
tasks
the
Student Life Office.
of Texas
backup
center.within
Soon after
Barack
Obama’s election, Burnette showed the
world his true colors via Facebook: “all the
hunters gather up, we have a #$%&er in
the whitehouse.” Once Longhorns Coach
Mack Brown saw this, he kicked him off the
team faster than Burnette probably figured
out that White House is two words.

Anthony Weiner
Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert were in
comedy heaven for a week when this story
leaked. When former New York Rep. Anthony Weiner attempted to
send a picture of his
namesake to a 21year-old female college student in Seattle
via a private Twitter
message, he accidentally revealed his manhood to the entire TwitC R A I G RU T T L E /
terverse. It didn’t take
N E W S DAY / M C T
long for him to resign.
Thanks to his inept Tweeting, the world
now has Weinergate to remind us why sexting is never a good idea.
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- Advisor
Iowa State
University -senior Thomas
Frank is theJohn
founder
of College Info
Eby
Geek, a resource for making college a
(217)
353-2627
“remarkable experience.” Social media
jeby@parkland.edu
played
a huge part in his college life.
“Social media was the catalyst for my
first internship,” Frank said. “Had I not
- Advertising
- and folbeen using
Twitter as a freshman
Linda
Tichenor
lowing my
school’s
new account, I would
have never
found
out about the leader(217)
351-2206
ship conference Principal was running.
prospectusads@parkland.edu
Through that I gained dozens of contacts,
a Fortune 500 internship and eventually a
$5,000 scholarship.”
As important as the professional
advantages here are, don’t forget the
“social”
aspect
News
- 2of social media.
“The
advantages
Lifestyle
- 3of social media came
about before freshman year even started,”
- 4 a sophomore at
saidOpinions
Madeline Monaco,
Puzzles/Comics
- 6“I found
Elon
University, in Elon, N.C.
mySports
roommate -on7Facebook, where we
talked and decided to room with each
Entertainment
8 had liked
other.
By looking at pages -she
and other things in her ‘About Me’ section, I was able to connect with a really
great girl and develop a really great relationship with her.”
Monaco also said that Facebook and

o see evidence of a
k, critically anaely,” she said.
updating it and
examples of your
organizational
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Dharun Ravi
This is bullying at its most despicable and
deadly. Former Rutgers University student
Dharun Ravi (notice how everyone here is
Twitter are slowly becoming her primary
a “former” something) set up a webcam to
news outlets.
spy on his roommate
“I found out about Whitney Houston’s
Tyler Clementi. When
death from a friend’s post on another’s
he caught Clementi
wall,” she said.
another man,
Social media also has
entered by
the Brianakissing
Photo
Kay Stodden/Prospectus
News
Ravi took to Twitter
classroom. Sites like StudyBlue allow
and told his followers
students to share study material on just
to watch for a second
about every subject imaginable in one
webcam rendezvous.
easily accessible place. Some professors
The next day, Clementi
also incorporate social media into their
AMY NEWMAN/
jumped off the George
THE RECORD/MCT
lesson plans.
Washington Bridge to
“In one class, students were able to
his death. Ravi was eventually convicted
talk with the author of the book that they
on 15 counts of invasion of privacy, bias inwere reading via a blog,” Kramer said.
timidation, tampering with evidence, wit“In a talk I gave, we were able to interact
ness tampering and hindering apprehenvia Twitter with the speaker in a TED
sion or prosecution, and sentenced to 30
(Technology, Entertainment, Design) talk
days in jail and a $10,000 fine for invasion
that I was highlighting in my talk.”
of privacy and bias intimidation, among
Students can also create wikis or
other charges.
Google Docs to help each other study,

Ashley Deike, a nursing major, checks out a map of the campus
to help navigate through the college’s many wings on the first
day of the fall semester.

review and edit papers, or even ask a professor questions the night before a test.
If you’re a freshmen not making the
most out of social media, you’re probably going to fall behind.
“I think that being able to have
updates from your friends and family on
a constant basis is integral to what most
people expect at this point,” Kramer said.
“I think it allows for a richer experience
and the ability to connect outside of campus. The art of networking is still as or
more important in the era of social media
as compared to before.”

A letter from President Ramage
Tom Ramage
President
Dear Parkland students,
staff, and faculty:
The first day of a new
semester being one of my
favorite days (I choose to
spend most of it in the College
Center helping you get to
and from class), I take this
moment to heartily welcome
you (or welcome you back) to
Parkland College for fall 2012.
I hope our new campus
signage
is
helping
you
navigate your way around
the college much more
easily, both inside and out.
Although there is quite a bit of
construction work on the east
side of Parkland that you will
need to avoid for now (pardon

What is the longest river in the world:
Ashley Payne The Nile, Amazon, Yangtze or the
File this one under “there’s no such thing
as online privacy.” Ashley Payne’s crime Mekong?
was going on vacation in Europe and posting a few pictures of herself at beer gardens and cafes. She was over 21 and only
10 of her 700 photos had alcohol in them,
so no big deal, right? The problem was that
Payne was a teacher in Barrow County,
Ga. Despite having Facebook’s highest level of privacy settings, one of her students
saw the pictures and the district superintendent received an angry anonymous
email from a concerned parent. Payne was

Photo by Briana Kay Stodden/Prospectus News

John Eby, Activities Program Manager, serves fresh, hot popcorn
to students in the college center at Parkland. This is just one of
many events planned for the first week of the fall semester.

(Find answer on page 5)

our dust), this will result
in a beautiful new Student
Services Center that will act
as a welcoming front door to
campus. Along with additional
great spaces to meet, eat, and
hang out, the center will house
the admissions, financial aid,
counseling/advising,
career
center, and similar offices you
have come to depend on each
day.
Speaking of new campus
spaces, two brand new stateof-the-art
facilities
have
opened at Parkland this fall to
better serve student learning:
our
Applied
Technology
Center and our new Fitness
Center. I invite you to check
out two great new ways we
are keeping up with today’s
careers through technology

Photo by Briana Kay Stodden

Parkland President
Tom Ramage Ed.D.

and equipment upgrades.
See LETTER on P. 5
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Manufacturing’s skills gap has its skeptics
Adam Belz
Star Tribune (Minneapolis)
MINNEAPOLIS - To judge
from the job listings, welders
are in high demand.
Manufacturers across the
Upper Midwest will tell anyone
who listens that they have
jobs to offer - more than 2,000
welding positions in Minnesota
alone - but not enough solid
applicants. They point to a
“skills gap” between the jobs
available and the people out
looking for work.
Textbook economics says
this should be good news for
anyone who can strap on a
helmet and make the sparks
fly. If good welders truly are
hard to find, employers should
pay more to get them on board.
Yet that isn’t happening,
leading some economists to
question whether the skills gap
is really the issue.
“If there is a shortage of
something, you would expect
the price of that something to
increase over time,” said Steve
Hine, director of labor market
information for the state of
Minnesota. “It doesn’t matter
if that’s skilled welders, or the
market for beer.”
Instead, the average hourly
wage for a welder in Minnesota
grew just $1 between 2005 and
2011, to $17 per hour, according
to Minnesota Department of
Employment and Economic
Development
data.
Take
inflation into account, and
that’s a pay cut.
And welders in Minnesota
make more, on average,
than they do in Wisconsin,
Illinois and Iowa, all states
where firms complain about a
skills gap. Average inflationadjusted pay for machinists
has risen only 9 cents per
hour in the past seven years
in Minnesota. Hourly wages
for factory assemblers and
fabricators have risen just 10
cents, and pay for computercontrolled machine operators
has fallen $1.61 per hour.
Still, many employers say
the skills gap is real and is
holding back the economic
recovery.
The state of Iowa issued a
report in May arguing there
aren’t enough people to fill jobs
that require more than a high
school diploma but not a fouryear college degree.

Richard Sennott/Minneapolis Star Tribune/MCT

Mark Dauer uses a grinder while welding on a project at Code Welding in Blaine, Minnesota, on July 31, 2012. Manufacturers and
community colleges across the state say welders are in high demand, but pay does not reflect that with the average per-hour pay
increasing only $1 over the last seven years.
“The vast majority of folks
think there is a skills gap,” said
Mike Ralston, president of the
Iowa Association of Business
and Industry.
While
Minnesota
manufacturers have added
11,600 jobs since the beginning
of February, the people who
run these companies say hiring
is a struggle. A January survey
by
Enterprise
Minnesota
showed 26 percent believe a
shortage of qualified workers
will affect their bottom line.
And 58 percent said attracting
qualified
candidates
had
become either somewhat or
very difficult.
In
Wisconsin,
the
shipbuilding
company
Marinette Marine just north
of Green Bay said earlier this
summer it held open 40 spots
for entry-level workers and
reached out to local schools,
but could only find seven
workers.
Why hasn’t this driven up
average wages? In part because
the
new
manufacturing

economy
doesn’t
spread
rewards evenly.
Blowtorches hiss, grinders
whine and foremen zip around
with clipboards at Code
Welding & Manufacturing, a
job shop in the woods southeast
of Blaine, Minn. The company,
which employs about 25 people,
illustrates how manufacturing
rewards versatile, highly
skilled workers while leaving
one-dimensional
workers
behind.
Several projects were under
way on a recent weekday. One
welder built hydraulic tanks
with multiple pipe fittings, one
welded parts onto a chassis for
an airport truck, another put
the finishing touches on pump
housings for water jet cutters
and another fused together
bins that sort industrial
materials. No two welders in
the shop worked on the same
project.
“Four years ago, that was not
the case,” said Curt Simonson,
one of the company’s owners.
“We would have two or three

‘Hope and enthusiasm’ as illegal
immigrants apply to stay in US
Brian Bennett and
Laura J. Nelson
Tribune Washington
Bureau
WASHINGTON - Thousands
of young illegal immigrants
packed government centers
across the nation Wednesday
and
sought
help
from
volunteers on the first day
they could apply to legally stay
and work in the United States
under a new federal initiative.
Under President Barack
Obama’s
most
ambitious
immigration
program
officially called the Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals
- illegal immigrants between
the ages of 15 and 31 who were
brought to America before the
age of 16 and have no criminal
record are able to apply to
remain in the U.S. for at least
two years and work legally.
Organizations around the
nation launched a largescale effort Wednesday to
help applicants navigate the
process.
In overflowing auditoriums,
gyms and civic buildings
around the U.S., volunteers
and
pro
bono
lawyers
answered
questions
and
helped thousands of young
immigrants, some of whom
saw the program as their first
chance to get a job, open a bank
account and breathe easier for
a couple of years without the

threat of deportation hanging
over their heads.
In Chicago, a line of
thousands of undocumented
students snaked around the
ballroom at Navy Pier, wanting
to find out more about how to
apply from dozens of attorneys
and volunteers. By midday,
organizers with the Illinois
Coalition for Immigrant and
Refugee Rights were turning
people away and encouraging
them to attend workshops
scheduled for later in the
month.
“There was a lot of
enthusiasm and hope,” said
Mary Meg McCarthy, the
executive director of the
Heartland Alliance’s National
Immigrant Justice Center, a
Chicago-based
immigration
advocacy organization that
helped organize the event at
Navy Pier.
ThemainauditoriumatUnion
County College in Elizabeth,
N.J., was filled to capacity at 10
a.m. Students holding electric
bills, transcripts and class
schedules lined the walls, filled
the seats and sat in the aisles
to hear advice on what kinds
of documents could be used to
support their applications.
“It was incredibly powerful,”
said Sen. Robert Menendez,
D-N.J., who spoke during
the information session in
Elizabeth. “It was hard not to be
moved by the understanding of

what today means to so many
young people across our nation
who have literally dreamed of
the day they could come out of
the shadows.”
Thousands of immigrants
also converged in the lobbies
of local consulates to get
passports and identification
cards needed to apply. Lines
formed in Washington, D.C.,
before 7 a.m. In Houston, lines
for the Mexican consulate
stretched
into
downtown
streets, creating traffic jams.
Nonprofit organizations on
the Kansas-Missouri border
collaborated to put together
a workshop on how the
immigration program will
work and what applicants will
need in order to apply.
“For the last month or so,
we’ve been getting calls or
walk-ins,” said Mary Lou
Jaramillo, the CEO of a
nonprofit advocacy group that
works with the bi-state area’s
Latino community. “Early on,
they had questions: what could
they do now? Now they want to
know what comes next.”
Jamarillo said students are
expected to come from as far
as Manhattan, Kan., the home
of Kansas State University and
a two-hour drive from Kansas
City.
--(c)2012 Tribune Co.

people on the same job.”
Pre-recession, the company
mostly did jobs that could
be performed by a worker
with basic welding skills.
But the downturn hit hard.
Reliable customers went out of
business. Co-owners Simonson
and Steve Johnson felt the
company’s survival was at
stake.
They decided to become
more nimble, build more
complex parts, and cultivate
a broader, more sophisticated
group of customers. They sent
welders with the aptitude and
interest to specialized training.
As workers mastered higher
standards, began to inspect
each other’s work and learned
to run other machines in the
shop, the company became
faster, more flexible, more
cerebral.
Four years ago, about 20
percent of the company’s
business required special
welding certifications. Now,
80 percent of the company’s
business is specialized - work

for defense contractors, water
treatment facilities, machines
that
handle
industrial
materials, and the oil and gas
industry.
The average wage for a Code
welder is higher than $17 per
hour, the owners said. But not
everyone gets paid the same.
“If you’re just laying a bead
in a joint and it’s just a matter
of pulling a trigger and doing
what you do, I think those
wages are probably staying
pretty flat,” Johnson said. “The
person who can think, who can
adapt, who can learn and who
really cares about doing their
job, they have been moving up
and will be moving up in their
wages.”
This structural shift is part
of what drives both the skills
gap narrative and demand
for versatile, highly-trained
workers. But it doesn’t mean
all production workers are in
high demand, or that everyone
will see pay increases.
A worker who can read
blueprints,
program
a

machine or fix it when it
breaks will earn more money
in this environment, said
George Gmach, director of
compensation and benefits
at Trusight, an employers
association in Plymouth, Minn.
Wages will languish for a
worker whose skills haven’t
evolved.
Trusight has data to support
this. A worker in Minnesota
earning $45,000 has seen
wages rise by 7 percent in the
past two years, according to a
2012 survey of manufacturers
in the region. That’s not going
to make the worker rich, but
it beats inflation in tough
economic times.
Workers who earn $25,000
have seen wages rise 5 percent
n the same period, an inflationadjusted pay freeze.
“The lower the skill, probably
the lower the movement,”
Gmach said. “Over time,
what you’re seeing is greater
differentiation between lowerand higher-paid workers.”
Structural
shifts
in
manufacturing aren’t the only
factor preventing workers
from making more money.
Sometimes higher-paying jobs
are available if a worker will
travel. In the Bakken oil fields
of North Dakota, demand has
led to a real spike in welder
wages. But many welding
students can’t leave their
families, have underwater
mortgages, or simply don’t
want to move.
Finally, what some might
call a skills gap in some cases
turns out simply to be a pay
gap. Companies want to pay
a certain wage, but can’t find
good candidates willing to
work for that wage. Shops say
they can’t raise wages without
raising prices for customers,
which would lose them
business. So manufacturers
are stuck with the shortage of
workers they’ve complained
about for years, and workers
are stuck with sluggish wages.
“Companies can only pay
what they can pay, because we
can’t get increases through our
supply chain,” said Paul Huot,
owner of Huot Manufacturing
in St. Paul, Minn. “It’s very
difficult for us to push through
increases to our customers.”
--(c)2012 Star Tribune
(Minneapolis)
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Parents taking an active role in college choices
Bonnie Miller Rubin
Chicago Tribune
CHICAGO - At 24, Ally
Lincoln is a rarity in her circle
of friends. She has a college
diploma along with a robust
paycheck, benefits and a
well-marked path for career
advancement.
“I wouldn’t have any of this
if my mom hadn’t made me
go into nursing,” said Lincoln,
replacing an empty IV bag
at Northwestern Memorial
Hospital. “It was one of the
smartest things I ever did.”
During the last five years, the
hiring outlook has curdled for
all Americans - including those
with four-year college degrees,
the demographic most likely
to land a good job. With tuition
costs skyrocketing, the weak
employment growth weighs
heavily
on
cash-strapped
families.
And while the frenzied
scramble to get into an elite
school still dominates senior
year for many strivers, those
footing the bill are taking
an increasingly hard-nosed,
consumer-oriented approach
to
their
child’s
higher
education, education experts
said.
Parents are pushing their
student into certain majors,
vetoing others and advocating
for in-state schools over more
expensive
status
brands.
They’re grilling administrators
on job placement rates
and alumni networks. In
short, they are demanding a
better return on their hefty
investment than ever before,
and administrators say they
are getting the message.
“As the price of college goes
up, parents are more concerned
with results, so they’re asking
tough questions,” said Terry
Hartle, senior vice president
of the American Council on
Education in Washington, D.C.,
“and good for them.”
A college degree is no longer
a guaranteed cushion from
financial hardship. Only 56
percent of the class of 2010 had
a job - any job - one year after
graduation compared with
90 percent in 2007, according
to the Heldrich Center for
Workforce Development at
Rutgers University. As for law
school, only about 65 percent
of those in the class of 2011 are
in jobs that require them to be
members of the bar.
And yet, since the 1980s,
tuition has skyrocketed. The
tab at private liberal arts
institutions can easily top
$50,000 annually, while in-state
schools - like the University of
Illinois - have hit the $30,000
mark. One in 10 Americans are
paying off student loans.
Even the most affluent
parents are zeroing in on
results more than ever when
considering
colleges
for
their children, said Marybeth
Kravets, a longtime counselor
who retired from Deerfield
High School in 2010.
“I’ve seen the shift ... it just
kind of hits you in the face,” said
Kravets, now a private college
consultant on the North Shore.
“On campus visits, parents are
going to the career center. ...
That never happened before.”
Patrick Tassoni, college
coordinator
at
Northside

Ally Lincoln, RN-BSN, poses for portrait at Northwestern Memorial Hospital in Chicago, Illinois, July 17, 2012.
College Prep in Chicago, said,
“The ethos of the consumer is
changing, due to economics.
“Before, parents were more
focused on quality of life. Now,
they’ve definitely become
more career-minded,” Tassoni
said.
Earnings potential certainly
played a major role in Ally
Lincoln’s decision back when
she was a senior at Prospect
High School and wanted to
pursue equestrian therapy
- reflecting her passion for
horses.
“My mother told me not
to confuse a hobby with an
occupation,” she said. “I was
upset.”
During a college trip to
Bradley University in Peoria,
her mom “made” her look at
the nursing school, where a
tour guide rattled off a barrage
of statistics, including that the
median salary for a nurse is
$60,000 and unemployment
rate is 2 percent.
Lincoln
remembers
begrudgingly
thinking
to
herself: “Maybe my mother is
right.”
Now, the 24-year-old is
hitting her stride - along with
certain traditional markers
of adulthood that have eluded
many of her peers: She’s
engaged, has a 401(k) and health
insurance. This summer, she’s
been busy house-hunting, a
task made easier with her fourday weekends. (She works
three 12-hour days a week.)
“My friends are so jealous,”
she said.
When it comes to postcollege employment potential,
majors matter. Of the top
10 occupations for hiring,
half are engineering-related,
according to the U.S. Labor
Department. For every art

history,
psychology
and
sociology major tending bar
or painting houses, there’s
another
in
astrophysics,
pharmacology and actuarial
science being hotly recruited.
Institutions are responding
to the market by tweaking
admissions
materials,
emphasizing not just new
dorms and football Saturdays,
but their internships, graduate
school partnerships, wellconnected alumni and newly
expanded curricula with an
eye to the real world.
Augustana College in Rock
Island, for example, has
recently added international
business, graphic design and
pre-engineering. Knox College
in Galesburg has teamed
with Chicago Medical School
for a smooth bridge into the
health field. Luther College in
Decorah, Iowa, has launched a
nursing school.
W. Kent Barnds, a vice
president at Augustana
College, concedes that it’s
getting tougher to make
the sale. “It used to be
that parents would take
your word for it when you
talked about a liberal arts
education as fostering
success in work and in
life,” he said. “Now, they
want evidence.”
That’s just the kind of
pragmatic talk Tom Thill
wants to hear. The father
of a senior at Marmion
Academy in Aurora, Thill
sees a college admissions
process that has been
hijacked by our culture’s
hyper-competitive
influences.
He
welcomes
the
course correction and
is open to all options including having his son

stay in state or start at nearby
Waubonsee
Community
College - not the usual ticket
for a high-achiever at a private
high school.
“There are a lot of routes
to get to where you want to
go,” said Thill, 49, adding
that he did “just fine” with his
degree from Northern Illinois
University. “So many kids
today don’t have any idea of
what they want to do ... and
no one can afford to throw out
money anymore.”
Sheryl Solomon, a mother
of two from Wilmette, sees
an increasing number of
neighbors steering their kids
into fields where employment
remains strong. When her son,
a 2011 graduate of New Trier
High School, wanted to study
jazz vocals at the University of
Miami, she also worried about
his ability to earn a living, but

Photo by Chris Sweda/Chicago Tribune/MCT

still supported his choice.
“We decided that a lot of
people would be telling him
‘no’ ... and we didn’t want to be
among them,” she said.
On his own, though, he
realized
that
performing
would be a tough road. So,
when he returns to campus
later this week, it will be with
a new major: music business.
“I’m just glad he’ll have more
opportunities,” she said.
Those are the kind of
teachable moments cheered
by Cliff Saper, a clinical
psychologist
at
Alexian
Brothers Behavioral Health
Hospital in Hoffman Estates.
Saper works with many teens
who are angry, sad or apathetic
about parental demands on
their future choices. He is not
an advocate of parents taking
too strong a hand in choosing
their child’s major or career

path.
“It usually backfires. ... More
often than not, kids will do the
exact opposite,” Saper said.
Instead of forcing an artsy
kid into finance, parents should
use this transition to guide good
decision-making, he said. They
should be feeding information,
sifting through the pros and
cons and above all, keeping the
lines of communication open.
“Where you want to be very
clear is on parameters: ‘Here’s
what we can afford. If you
want to go to a more expensive
school, we can do two years, but
the next two years are on you,’
“ Saper said. “But I see kids
still applying to 14 or 15 very
competitive schools parents
can’t afford ... and everyone
ending up frustrated.”
--(c)2012 Chicago Tribune
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David P. Barash is a Professor in Psychology at the University of Washington.
David P. Barash
Los Angeles Times
I have been teaching
and doing research at the
university level for more than
40 years, which means that
for more than four decades,
I have been participating in
a deception - benevolent and
well intentioned, to be sure,
but a deception nonetheless.
As a scientist, I do science,
and as a teacher and writer, I
communicate it. That’s where
the deception comes in.
When scientists speak to
the public or to students, we
talk about what we know,
what science has discovered.
Nothing wrong with this.
After all, we work hard
deciphering nature’s secrets
and we’re proud whenever

we succeed. But it gives the
false impression that we
know pretty much everything,
whereas the reality is that
there’s a whole lot more that
we don’t know.
Teaching and writing only
about what is known risks
turning science into a mere
catalog of established facts,
suggesting that “knowing”
science is a matter of
memorizing: this is how cells
metabolize carbohydrates, this
is how natural selection works,
this is how the information
encoded in DNA is translated
into proteins.
In my first college-level
biology course, I was required
to memorize all of the digestive
enzymes and what they do.
Even today, I can’t stomach
those
darned
chemicals,

and I fear the situation is
scarcely much better at most
universities today.
Paradoxically, the strong
point of American higher
education - our talent as a
nation vis-a-vis, say, China is that we are supposed to be
more open to innovation and
original thinking, whereas
they are more “into” rote
learning. It is time, therefore,
to start teaching courses,
giving lectures and writing
books about what we don’t
know about biology, chemistry,
geology, physics, mathematics.
There’s
plenty
to
communicate because we are
surrounded by mysteries,
far more than are dreamt of
in anyone’s philosophy. But
don’t get the wrong idea,
Horatio: Mystery is not the

Photo by Alan Berner/Seattle Times
same as mysticism, and I’m
not referring to some sort
of ineffable, spiritualistic
claptrap beyond the reach
of natural law and human
understanding.
Just
as
“weeds” are plants that
haven’t yet been assigned a
value, scientific mysteries are
simply good questions waiting
for answers.
I’m not thinking here of the
obvious unknowns, such as “Is
there life on other planets?”
or “How many particles can
dance on the head of the CERN
accelerator?” Rather, there is
plenty we don’t know about the
things we think we understand.
Nor is this a problem or a
momentary lack of closure.
Science is altogether dynamic
and wonderfully incomplete.
Looking just at my field,

evolutionary
biology,
the
unknowns are immense: How
widespread are nonadaptive
traits? To what extent does
evolution proceed by very
small, gradual steps versus
larger, quantum jumps? Why
does sexuality occur at all,
since it is fully one-half as
efficient in projecting genes
into the future compared
with its asexual alternative?
What is the purpose of all
that “junk DNA”? Did human
beings evolve from a single
lineage, or many times,
independently? Why does
homosexuality persist? Why
do women - unique among
mammals - conceal their
ovulation, possess conspicuous
non-lactating breasts and
See SWEET on P. 5

U.S. higher education system needs some schooling
Daniel Akst
MCT
Thanks to a ferocious report
from a Senate committee, we
now know that the for-profit
college industry is a business
rife with abuses. Little is
spent on instruction, and
the most vulnerable people
are encouraged to apply by
“recruiters” who often use
boiler-room sales tactics. Most
students drop out, only to find
themselves burdened with
student debt yet lacking a
degree to help them pay for it.
When the report came out,
the committee’s Republican
minority complained that the
panel should have probed
traditional nonprofit colleges
as well. But trying to cover the
vast nonprofit higher-ed sector,
which educates something like
90 percent of the Americans
who attend college, would have
diluted the focus and given

unearned legitimacy to outfits
mainly interested in making a
quick buck.
In a larger sense, though, the
Republicans had a point. Some
of the same problems the
committee uncovered in the
for-profit sector are festering
in the nonprofit sector as
well, even if they’re not as
egregious.
Now that Iowa Sen. Tom
Harkin’s committee has laid
bare the foul deeds of the forprofit sector, perhaps it should
shine a light into the hallowed
groves of traditional academe.
Some of what it finds won’t
be pretty.
In
general,
traditional
colleges are charging more
and teaching less compared
with decades ago. Students
are skating by with less study
even as grade inflation keeps
their marks up. And there is
evidence that many students
make little progress.

In one study, nearly half of
students tested at 24 schools
showed no gain in critical
thinking, reasoning or writing
in their first two years. More
than a third had no gains after
four years. But colleges aren’t
trying very hard to find out
what works and what doesn’t
pedagogically.
The
most
illustrious
professors at many campuses
spend the least time in the
classroom. Many professors
teach their own research
interests rather than what
students need to know. In
technical fields, much of the
teaching load falls to badly
paid graduate students, some
of whom have poor English
skills. And at top business and
law schools, coursework is too
often taught by faculty who
have never met a payroll or
spent a day in court.
By all these methods,
colleges are devaluing their

sheepskins and shortchanging
their students even as they
raise their prices, which have
risen faster than inflation for
years - fueled in part by the
availability of federal student
aid.
And too many students fail
to graduate. The Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and
Development, an international
think tank, reported in 2010
that the United States had the
lowest graduation rate (46
percent) of the 18 countries it
surveyed. In part this reflects
our success at democratizing
college, but it also reflects poor
high school preparation and
soaring college prices.
All that said, it’s important
not to throw the baby out with
the bath water. America’s
system of higher education
is the envy of the world, with
good reason. And advanced
education is crucial, not just
for the health of our economy

but for the health of our
society. The impulse to have
every American complete
some higher education is a
noble one.
But it cannot succeed unless
we reform our campuses to
become more efficient as
well as more effective, and
reform our high schools so
that graduates have a strong
foundation in reading, writing,
math, science, history and
critical thinking.
The Harkin committee
looked at colleges who profit
at the expense of students.
Maybe it’s time for him to
consider whether the great
mass of students are getting
enough profit from nonprofit
colleges.
(c)2012 Newsday
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letter
continued from page 1

Lastly, I encourage you to take
advantageofspecialstudentlife events
happening this week and next. Our
first-ever fall Welcome Convocation
takes place on Thursday, August 23,
at noon; we are looking forward to
the ceremony, outdoor festivities, and
information sharing surrounding this
event, all designed to engage you in
a variety of opportunities throughout
the semester. Please attend all or part
of the day. Additionally, our Office
of Student Life is hoping to grant

sweet
continued from page 4

experience orgasm, as well as
menopause? Why is the life span of
men so much shorter than that of
women? Why do we have such big
brains? Why are we conscious? Why
do we age, sleep, dream, blush, cry or
yawn? This is but a partial list.
Don’t be discouraged, however.
“Mystics exult in mystery and want
it to stay mysterious,” writes Richard
Dawkins. “Scientists exult in mystery
for a different reason: It gives them
something to do.”
And we’ve got plenty to do. We
might start by acknowledging our
ignorance. We could then revel in
the numerous hypotheses that have
already been proposed to rectify that
ignorance; there are, in fact, a dozen
or so potential explanations for each
of the mysteries listed above - we just
don’t know, yet, which ones are the
most promising.
There is a difference between
science as a body of knowledge and
science as the pursuit of the unknown.
Ideally, there would be no tension
between the two because it’s only
by pursuing the unknown that we
obtain knowledge. And yet, these two
aspects of science coexist uneasily.
This wasn’t always the case.
Between 1751 and 1765, the
Encyclopedie was published in
France. It endeavored to summarize
all human knowledge in its 18,000
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Bedrooms
Bedrooms
Bedrooms
Bedrooms
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Laundry
Water
Trash
Balconies
Seasonal Pool

you a genial start to the semester by
providing two weeks of motivational
moments, free food, and music in
the College Center. It’s all underway
right now; enjoy it.
The mission of Parkland College is
to engage the community in learning. I
have long appreciated the excellence
and dedication our faculty and staff
put into fulfilling that mission for our
students, each and every day. I’m
sure you do, too.
Wishing you all the best this
semester,
Tom Ramage
President

pages of text, 75,000 different entries
and 20 million words. Its primary
editor, Denis Diderot, was one of the
heroes of the Enlightenment, and
indeed, the Encyclopedie represents
a culmination of Enlightenment
thought, which valued reason, science
and progress - what we know - above
all else.
It is paradoxical testimony to
how much we have learned in the
intervening 250 years that today no
one could seriously entertain the
prospect of summarizing all human
knowledge in a book, or series of
books, or even via the Internet. And
yet, the temptation remains: to rest
on our laurels, to celebrate our truly
encyclopedic knowledge, to teach it,
write it, speak it, learn it, demand that
it be mastered as if what we know now
is enough. (Or, worse yet, to glumly
conclude that we have reached “the
end of science.”)
To be sure, we need to keep
celebrating and transmitting what
we know, but, at least as important,
we had better keep our eyes on what
we don’t know
if the scientific enterprise is to
continue attracting new adherents
who will keep pushing the envelope
of our knowledge rather than resting
satisfied within its cozy boundaries.
“There is a crack in everything,”
writes poet-songwriter Leonard
Cohen. “That’s how the light gets in.”
(c)2012 Los Angeles Times

(unfurnished) $636
(furnished) $662
(unfurnished) $705
(furnished) $750

Looking For A Job?
Hobbico has the perfect job for you,
only minutes from Parkland near
North Mattis Avenue.

Fact or Fiction?
What is the longest river in the
world: The Nile, Amazon, Yangtze
or the Mekong?
Answer: Yangtze

Immediate Openings
· Phone Order Taker (PT)
· Warehouse Associates (PT & FT) 1st & 2nd Shift

For a complete list of job openings
and to apply online, visit our website

www.hobbico.com

Apply in person at:
2904 Research Rd., C
Mon.-Fri. 9-4:30 EOE
e-mail: hr@hobbico.com

2x3
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Sudoku (easy)

Classifieds
SUPERVALU Is Now Hiring!

Apply by visiting our website at www.supervalu.com
Follow the following steps:
• Careers
• Find Your Fit
• Supply Chain Services
• Then select either: Champaign (W. Newell Company)
or Champaign
No Phone Calls Please
Part time positions 16 hours per week required
on Saturday and Sunday
Starting pay: $14.18

W. Newell (Produce Warehouse) is Now Hiring!
Apply by visiting our website atwww.supervalu.com
Follow the following steps:
• Careers
• Find Your Fit
• Supply Chain Services
• Then select either: Champaign (W. Newell Company)
or Champaign
No Phone Calls Please
Part time positions 24 hours per week required
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
FOR
Starting pay: $11.51

BREWSTER ROCKIT

RELEASE NOVEMBER 27, 2011
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BybyJacqueline
E. Mathews
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ACROSS
Bob Barker’s successor
“Murder, __ Wrote”
Actress Russo
“Friday __ Lights”
“__ Game”; Denzel Washington
movie
One of Winnie the Pooh’s friends
Speaker’s platform
Second-year student, for short
Actress Thompson
Six-pointers, familiarly
Conway and Daly
Grows older
“The Back-up __”; Jennifer
Lopez movie
“Say Yes to the __”
Like a deadlocked jury
“Never __ Kissed”; movie for
Drew Barrymore
Sevareid and Close
Many a Middle Easterner
Mrs. Herman Munster
Actress Drescher
Japanese delicacy
Weep
Solution to Last Week’s Puzzle
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(c) 2011 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

40

Vaudevillian Olsen and others
Johnson of “Laugh-In”
Character in “The Wizard of Oz”
“The Price Is __”
Move stealthily
“Zip-__-Doo-Dah”
Distorted; twisted
“My Name Is __”
DOWN
Great fear
Morning show co-host
Baseball’s __ Slaughter
Damp
Makes little cuts
“The __ Chaparral”; old western
series for Cameron Mitchell
“The __ and I”; Fred MacMurray
movie
Actress on “CSI”
“Men in __”
Thoreau’s monogram
Hanks or Cruise
“__ Along with Mitch”
Burro
Sunbathes
Vicinity
“I Love __”
Actress Laura __
Comments from those being
fleeced
Golfer Ernie __
Major public disturbances
Unreliable
“The __ & Stimpy Show”
Merman or Waters
“Live and __ Die”; James Bond
movie
Actor Sharif
Verdi opera
“The Real Housewives of __
Jersey”
Charlotte __ of “The Facts of
Life”
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Paterno bio is insightful and incomplete
Rich Hofmann
Philadelphia Daily News
Near the end of his biography of
Joe Paterno, author Joe Posnanski
describes a scene at Paterno’s kitchen
table - after the firing as Penn State’s
football coach, after the diagnosis of
lung cancer that so quickly ended
his life. Sitting there, the old man
has asked the writer what he really
thinks. Posnanski parries. Paterno
insists. And then Posnanski writes:
“I told him that I thought he should
have done more when he was told
about Jerry Sandusky showering
with a boy. I had heard what he said
about not understanding the severity,
not knowing much about child
molestation, not having Sandusky as
an employee. But, I said, “You are
Joe Paterno. Right or wrong, people
expect more from you.”
“He nodded. He did not try to defend
or deflect. He simply said, “I wish I
had done more,” again, and then he
descended into another coughing fit.”
The book - I bought “Paterno” in a
bookstore on Saturday, ahead of its
Tuesday publication date - is not a
prosecutor’s brief against Paterno,
and no one should have expected one.
Neither, though, is it a full-throated
defense. Given extraordinary access
to the man, literally until his dying
days, Posnanski does what Posnanski
always has done best as a writer:
context and texture. As everything
around Paterno shook and then fell,
you see a man and his family and his
confidants at the epicenter.
Whether you like the portrait or not,
and whether you can even definite it
concisely - the best word here might
be complicated - is beside the point.
The truth is that it is a portrait very
much in three dimensions. In that
sense, Posnanski succeeds.
That isn’t to say I agree with
everything he wrote. For instance, I
think he is unfair to assistant coach
Mike McQueary, who witnessed
one of Sandusky’s assaults on a boy
in a university shower in 2001 and
told Paterno about it the next day.
McQueary has acknowledged not
being able to graphically describe
what he saw out of respect for the
coach. But Paterno got the gist,
certainly; he testified before a grand
jury that what McQueary described
was of “a sexual nature.”
Yet Posnanski goes on at some
length to highlight inconsistencies
in what McQueary said during his
various retellings of the story. And
he concludes, “Whatever McQueary

Illustration by Chicago Tribune Staff, 2012

Illustration of an eraser rubbing out an image of Joe Paterno, former Penn State football head coach.
actually said that morning, Paterno
heard something vague. He clearly
did not want to think too much about
it. He was seventy-five years old,
from another time, and he would say

he simply did not comprehend the
potential gravity of the situation.”
That’s just wrong. Paterno did get
it.
Under oath:

Have you seen us online?

by athletic director Tim Curley,
say that Paterno was aware of an
ongoing investigation of an allegation
against Sandusky from back then. A
third email, from the 2001 incident
witnessed by McQueary, suggests
that, after a discussion with Paterno,
a change was needed in the original
plan to report Sandusky to the people
in charge of his charity, The Second
Mile, and also to child services.
(For the record, Paterno always
denied knowing about 1998 and said he
did what university policy required in
2001, notifying his superior. He said
he never followed up on the matter.)
To me, the key is 1998. If Paterno
did know about those allegations, as
the Curley emails suggest, and he
still did not act to alert authorities in
2001 (or even recommended against
contacting authorities), it changes
everything - and everybody knows it.
Posnanski makes a couple of
passing references along the way
but essentially deals with those 1998
emails in one paragraph in the middle
of the book. It does not seem enough.
We all want answers, but the man
died too quickly to provide them.
He was gone before the key emails
surfaced. As Posnanski writes, “If
Paterno’s life had been a novel, an
editor would have insisted there be
some time placed between Paterno’s
firing and the discovery of the
cancer that would end his life. But it
happened all at once in real life.”
We are left with this book as the
final record of the final days. It is
more than that, obviously - it is the
story of an extraordinary life - but it is
most compelling as a chronicle of the
end: the family working to convince
Paterno of the gravity of the situation
as Penn State trustees met to decide
his fate; the day - but only one day when Paterno sobbed uncontrollably
after he was fired.
Posnanski writes that, as the
scandal raged, Guido D’Elia - a Penn
State marketing guy and longtime
Paterno confidant - asked him a
question:
“Why didn’t he follow up?” D’Elia
said. “Find the answer to that and you
have the story.”
If that is the standard, Posnanski
failed. Then again, he never had a
chance. He has added to the portrait
of Joe Paterno but it seems destined
to remain unfinished.

“ ... a sexual nature.”
The other big issue is the emails
unearthed during the Penn State
investigation conducted by Louis
Freeh. Two from 1998, written

(c)2012 Philadelphia Daily News

The country of Phelps
U.S. swimmer Michael Phelps has won
more Olympic medals than many
countries have ever won.
Number of countries
in the 2012 Games

204

Number that have
never won a medal*

80

Number that have won
fewer than Phelps
(fewer than 21)*

77

* Country records as of
2008 Games; Phelps as
of Aug. 3

© 2012 MCT
Source: olympic.org, NBC,
MCT Faces in the News
Graphic:Pat Carr
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When people say that you can get in trouble on Facebook and Twitter, they aren’t
just blowing smoke. There are plenty of
cases of intelligent, talented people destroying their careers because of something they posted on a social media website. Well, intelligence is clearly relative
here. It should be a given at this point that
anyone can see what you post online. Let
the mistakes of a few misguided social media users serve as a lesson. for future generations of Facebookers and Tweeters:

Buck Burnette
One surefire way to get yourself fired is to
be blatantly racist, homophobic or just plain
hateful online. The poster boy for that scenario is Buck Burnette, a former University
of Texas backup center. Soon after Barack
Obama’s election, Burnette showed the
world his true colors via Facebook: “all the
hunters gather up, we have a #$%&er in
the whitehouse.” Once Longhorns Coach
Mack Brown saw this, he kicked him off the
team faster than Burnette probably figured
out that White House is two words.

Anthony Weiner
Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert were in
comedy heaven for a week when this story
leaked. When former New York Rep. Anthony Weiner attempted to
send a picture of his
namesake to a 21year-old female college student in Seattle
via a private Twitter
message, he accidentally revealed his manhood to the entire TwitC R A I G RU T T L E /
terverse. It didn’t take
N E W S DAY / M C T
long for him to resign.
Thanks to his inept Tweeting, the world
now has Weinergate to remind us why sexting is never a good idea.

Dharun Ravi
BY JOSHUA AXELROD
McClatchy-Tribune

o you’re a rising college freshman. You’ve got four (possibly
more) years of experiences ahead
of you that will shape who you
are socially and professionally. How can
you get ahead in both those areas without
too much stress?
Through social media of course!
Between Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
LinkedIn and other prominent networking sites, social media can be a wonderful tool for a freshman looking to establish him or herself in a college bubble.
“The strength of social media is in its
ability to network and collaborate,” said
Sabrina Kramer, assistant director at the
University of Maryland’s Center for
Teaching Excellence. “Networking for
jobs and other opportunities has always
been important — just now you can
reach more people much more easily.”
Kramer suggested that students start
building an online professional portfolio
early.
“Employers want to see evidence of a
person’s ability to think, critically analyze and write effectively,” she said.
“Building a portfolio, updating it and
curating it with good examples of your
work also shows good organizational
skills and that you care about your
work.”

Managing your online
identity an essential
part of collegiate life
Iowa State University senior Thomas
Frank is the founder of College Info
Geek, a resource for making college a
“remarkable experience.” Social media
played a huge part in his college life.
“Social media was the catalyst for my
first internship,” Frank said. “Had I not
been using Twitter as a freshman and following my school’s new account, I would
have never found out about the leadership conference Principal was running.
Through that I gained dozens of contacts,
a Fortune 500 internship and eventually a
$5,000 scholarship.”
As important as the professional
advantages here are, don’t forget the
“social” aspect of social media.
“The advantages of social media came
about before freshman year even started,”
said Madeline Monaco, a sophomore at
Elon University, in Elon, N.C. “I found
my roommate on Facebook, where we
talked and decided to room with each
other. By looking at pages she had liked
and other things in her ‘About Me’ section, I was able to connect with a really
great girl and develop a really great relationship with her.”
Monaco also said that Facebook and

This is bullying at its most despicable and
deadly. Former Rutgers University student
Dharun Ravi (notice how everyone here is
a “former” something) set up a webcam to
spy on his roommate
Tyler Clementi. When
he caught Clementi
kissing another man,
Ravi took to Twitter
and told his followers
to watch for a second
webcam rendezvous.
The next day, Clementi
AMY NEWMAN/
jumped off the George
THE RECORD/MCT
Washington Bridge to
his death. Ravi was eventually convicted
on 15 counts of invasion of privacy, bias intimidation, tampering with evidence, witness tampering and hindering apprehension or prosecution, and sentenced to 30
days in jail and a $10,000 fine for invasion
of privacy and bias intimidation, among
other charges.

Twitter are slowly becoming her primary
news outlets.
“I found out about Whitney Houston’s
death from a friend’s post on another’s
wall,” she said.
Social media also has entered the
classroom. Sites like StudyBlue allow
students to share study material on just
about every subject imaginable in one
easily accessible place. Some professors
also incorporate social media into their
lesson plans.
“In one class, students were able to
talk with the author of the book that they
were reading via a blog,” Kramer said.
“In a talk I gave, we were able to interact
via Twitter with the speaker in a TED
(Technology, Entertainment, Design) talk
that I was highlighting in my talk.”
Students can also create wikis or
Google Docs to help each other study,
review and edit papers, or even ask a professor questions the night before a test.
If you’re a freshmen not making the
most out of social media, you’re probably going to fall behind.
“I think that being able to have
updates from your friends and family on
a constant basis is integral to what most
people expect at this point,” Kramer said.
“I think it allows for a richer experience
and the ability to connect outside of campus. The art of networking is still as or
more important in the era of social media
as compared to before.”

Ashley Payne
File this one under “there’s no such thing
as online privacy.” Ashley Payne’s crime
was going on vacation in Europe and posting a few pictures of herself at beer gardens and cafes. She was over 21 and only
10 of her 700 photos had alcohol in them,
so no big deal, right? The problem was that
Payne was a teacher in Barrow County,
Ga. Despite having Facebook’s highest level of privacy settings, one of her students
saw the pictures and the district superintendent received an angry anonymous
email from a concerned parent. Payne was
forced to resign.

Gilbert Gottfried
working sites can be used
against them in their professional lives.
Now, it's all too easy to
reveal your thoughts and feelings to the entire Internet at
the click of a button. College
students realize that the photo
of them holding a red plastic
cup and looking sloppy might
be the difference between getting a job or internship and
rejection.
“For me, social media is
both a personal and professional tool,” said Indiana
University-Purdue University
Fort Wayne junior Laura
Rosenbaum. “If it sounds like
something I wouldn’t want my
parents to know about or
something I’d get in trouble
for from my (employer), I
don’t post it.”
Peter VanRysdam, chief
marketing officer for 352
Media Group, which specializes in web development and
digital marketing, said that
when his employees do something questionable over social

media, his company handles it “Actually, I think they just
don’t grasp how to use
on a case-by-case basis.
“We don’t have any specif- Facebook’s security settings. It
amazes me what some people
ic rules in place, but we do
keep public, especially as they
educate employees about
get closer to graduation. It’s a
using common sense when
buyer’s market
making posts,”
when it comes to
he said. “We just
hiring, so everyask they consider
the ramifications, It amazes me what thing is fair
and as a result,
some people keep game!”
If you’re a colwe’ve never had
public, especially
lege student wora big issue.”
as they get closer ried about your
VanRysdam
personal life ruinmentioned an
to graduation.”
ing your profesemployee who,
— Peter VanRysdam, sional one, either
after she was
chief marketing officer
think before you
fired, posted
for 352 Media Group
post or make sure
unflattering comyou’re keeping everything you
ments about 352. Though she
was out of the company’s con- post as private as possible.
trol at that point, they still had Quick warning though: if
you’re using Moriarty’s strateleverage over her severance
gy, make sure people know
package and used that to get
your real name.
her to take down the posts.
“My name has changed so
Moral of that story:
many times and for so long
employers can and will see
that at my internship last sumeverything you post online.
“I don’t think students fully mer, my first paycheck was
made out to Erin Broiarty,”
grasp the impact of what they
she said.
post,” said VanRysdam said.
— Joshua Axelrod

Hollywood and Twitter go together like Ashton Kutcher and misreporting Joe Paterno’s death. Gilbert Gottfried thought it
would be funny to
Tweet some jokes
about the Japanese
tsunami, like: “Japan is
really advanced. They
don’t go to the beach.
The beach comes to
them.” Gottfried’s antics cost him his job as
S L AV E N V L A S I C /
the voice of the Aflac
A B AC A P R E S S / M C T
Duck. The lesson here:
if there’s the potential to offend a large
group of people, keep your big bill shut.

“
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Kevin Colvin

C H U C K TO D D / B AY A R E A N E W S G R O U P / M C T

Try to find University of
Colorado Boulder graduate
Erin Moriarty on Facebook. No
luck? That’s exactly what
Moriarty is hoping will happen.
“Once I started applying
for jobs, (there was) the idea
of going through my entire
Facebook profile and making
sure I never said a cross thing
or posted something potentially offensive,” she said. “I went
so far as to change my name
to Yossarian Caulfield (a combination of the main characters
from “Catch 22” and “Catcher
in the Rye”).”
She now goes by Erin
Broiarty, a name coined by
friends that only they would
know to search for on
Facebook. It’s a strategy that
is being used more and more
by college students to hide
potentially embarrassing parts
of their social media lives
from employers.
College students are slowly
beginning to learn that posts
on Facebook, Twitter, personal
blogs and other social net-

This young man deserves the award for
“Worst Liar Ever.” Kevin Colvin was an intern at Anglo Irish Bank’s North American
branch. He told his manager that he would
be missing work for a “family emergency.”
The next morning, pictures of him in a fairy
costume (complete with a wand) from the
Halloween party he skipped work to attend
surfaced on Facebook. His boss found the
photo and sent it everyone in the office. Social Media 101: if you’re going to lie, cover
your tracks. And, if you’re a man, don’t get
caught in a dress.
— Joshua Axelrod

